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Fair enough then, that could be true and is probably true, or even more truthful, for nearly 

every profession. Try substituting ‘politician’, ‘journalist’ or ‘lawyer’ and you might want to 

go stronger on the claim. Some, making comments under the online version of the article, 

were pretty disparaging along the lines of my opening sentence and wondering if their 

money had been wasted doing this ‘research’. After reading the whole of the report and the 

whole of the article by the ‘Scottish researchers’ my main concern is that it is neither 

‘Scottish’ in any meaningful way nor is it ‘research’ by any standard. To be fair the authors 

don’t call it research but Helen Puttick has made the association. ‘Writing in the Herald 

newspaper on Tuesday 1st March, 2016, as Health Correspondent, Puttick produced a short 

piece, under the headline: ‘Scottish researchers: Not all nurses are angels - maybe some 

should never have entered the profession’. Some journalists should…..? 

 

Why do Puttick’s headline and the story offend, puzzle and, of course, attract us? Well, in 

the main, it’s because she has attempted to turn our comfortable world-view on its head. 

Luckily, there are empathetic people around to pick us up. In a survey (Dutton, 2012), 

surgeons appear as the 6th most psychopathic profession. All that cutting human flesh takes 

a certain type of person. Journalists were next as the 7th most psychopathic profession. All 

that ‘cutting’ again, I suppose. The least psychopathic, most empathetic, profession was 

‘care aide’ and the second least psychopathic was ‘nurse’. I used to be a primary school 

teacher and they are very low on the psychopathy score. I gave it up because I was too soft 

even for that. 



 

‘Aye but thae Scottish nurses are rough!’ (Poppleton, 1943) 

 

I’ll go on to clarify more of Pittock’s misleading language before offering a very negative 

critique of the ‘article’ she appears to have misunderstood but yet bases her report on.  

 

Here again is the first distortion in Pittock. ‘Scottish’ gets two mentions, ‘Scotland’, ‘Stirling’ 

and ‘Napier’ get one mention each with a further two each for ‘Edinburgh’ and ‘Abertay’. By 

contrast there is only a sole mention of ‘Leeds’ and ‘Mid-Staffordshire’. So with nine Scottish 

locations this must be about nurses in Scottish hospitals, no? The subtitle is: 

‘UNIVERSITIES might be selecting the wrong people to become nurses, according to a radical 

article written by nurse trainers in Scotland.’ 

Four of the five do seem to be nurse trainers in Scotland but the fourth-listed author ‘Patric 

ffrench Devitt’ works apparently in a Leeds Hospital Trust. Dare I suggest he was the only 

one to actually have access to do research on actual practitioners? Well, maybe not, 

because he’s on the Nurse Education Today board listed as being on the staff at Salford 

University. 

There is no evidence, nor indeed, any reporting, on the Scottish NHS anywhere in the 

‘article’ or in any of the references that they give. The title of Pittock’s report, the nine 

Scottish locations and only two English locations suggests to the reader that there is. Four of 

the five authors of the three-page article work in Scotland but none has gathered any 

empirical evidence. Second, the article, correctly labelled as such by Pittock, is just over 

three pages long, by five authors (!) and most definitely not a research report of any kind 

whatsoever, in Nurse Education Today.  

For interest, this journal has a research impact factor of 1.364 for research reports which 

tend to be around 15-20 pages in length and present new evidence. This means that a full 

research ‘report’ in this journal will be cited by an average of just over one other writer. 

Anything under 4 is of relatively low status in the research world. The Lancet sits at 55.873. 

Further, three of the authors, Ion, Devitt and Roxburgh are on the editorial boards at the 

same journal. 



So, this ‘article’ is not a reliable source for such dramatic newspaper headlines as those 

imagined by Pittock. It is, I should say, a perfectly worthy example of discursive (thoughtful) 

writing to be used to provoke students into thinking about what they do. 

Pittock quotes one of the ‘researchers’, Dr Rosie Stenhouse, ‘Research Explorer’ and teacher 

of research methods, as saying: 

‘People often blame the system, but in this article we go deeper than that and discuss some 

fairly radical views, including the idea that there might be a fundamental lack of compassion 

in some of the individuals who become nurses. Nursing is seen in many ways as being 

untouchable – that everyone who does it is an angel – but the evidence suggests that this 

isn’t always the case.’ 

So, Stenhouse is suggesting that causes of poor nursing care can derive from personal 

factors and that these are somehow deeper than any system failure. This could be taken as 

ideological. In the English NHS, there is evidence of real crises which some, including myself, 

would attribute to factors such as cost-cutting, privatisation, oppressive employment 

contracts and associated low pay for support staff rather than the personal failings of any 

workers. See nhsforsale below. It is so easy, career-protecting and politically safe for 

academics  to blame the individual while failing to challenge the obvious neo-liberal roots of 

harsh targets, over-work, no training, stress, low pay and disrespect for those workers 

suffering from these conditions. It is no accident that catastrophes such as that of the Mid 

Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust (see below) or the Junior Doctors’ strikes have not 

happened in Scotland. I can see that Stenhouse has worked in the Scottish NHS. Are the 

other authors similarly in touch? 

Puttick goes on to write: 

‘Drawing on philosophy used to explain the holocaust, the article published in Nurse 

Education Today, also talks about individual nurses becoming so concerned with completing 

tasks and meeting health authority expectations they lose sight of the importance of 

providing care and relieving suffering.’ 

This is both offensive to holocaust victims, to health-workers and to mental health sufferers 

in Scotland today. Sadly for academic writers, it’s also confused. That Hannah Arendt’s 



thoughts can be applied to explain cases of callousness by nurses; that what happened in 

Auschwitz can illuminate what happens in  a Scottish (or English) Mental Health 

establishment, is clear evidence that at least some of the authors have been reading too 

much post-modernist relativism and need to get out more.  

 

 

Pittock bases her report on speaking to two of the authors, Stenhouse and Ion, and on the 

article itself: ‘Exploring the compassion deficit debate in Nurse Education Today’ (reference 

below).  It opens with: 

‘This paper brings together the arguments presented in a number of pieces published in 

Nurse Education Today over the past two and half years and which examine the ongoing 

debate around compassion and care that has followed high profiles failures in the UK health 

system’ (Francis, 2013). 

It’s an interactive document if you read it online, so I clicked on Francis, 2013. See the 

phrase above before the reference? It says: ‘high profile features in the UK health system.’ 

So I expected a review of more than one. You get only: 

‘Report of the Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust Public Inquiry.’ 

It’s a genuinely tragic tale. In the introduction, Francis writes: 

‘Building on the report of the first inquiry, the story it tells is first and foremost of appalling 

suffering of many patients. This was primarily caused by a serious failure on the part of a 

provider Trust Board.’  

There is one mention of Scotland in the overview, but only to note that arrangements are 

different. There is no mention of Scotland in any of the three extensive reports. I haven’t 

read the reports in full but did note: 

 

‘WMSHA Chair, commended the report and said “it should resonate through the whole of 

the NHS and private sector.’ 

 

javascript:void(0);


The authors of the Nurse Education Today article make light of system factors such as, I 

suggest, privatisation, by contrast with allegedly deeper personal attributes which can be 

then be blamed on individuals. If you have lots of time, have a look at NHSforsale site 

(below) and discover how market forces can overwhelm the best of intentions and 

individual resilience: 

 

http://www.nhsforsale.info/database/impact-database/market-failures.html 

Read on in the Stenhouse et al piece and you get:  

 

‘Recent evidence from a relevant opinion poll in the UK suggests that satisfaction with care is 

good; ‘Overall public satisfaction … increased to 65% in 2014—the second highest level since 

the British Social Attitudes survey began in 1983.’ 

 

Four of the authors work in Scotland. Had they noticed that in the same British Social 

Attitudes Survey, the satisfaction score for Scotland was 75%? ‘Oooops’ or ‘let’s not 

encourage that SNP government’? Even better, they go on to write: 

 

The recent significant concerns about quality of care that have surfaced in the UK (Hayter, 

2013; Nolan, 2013; Randall and McKeown, 2014) stand in stark contrast to the popular 

stereotype of the caring and selfless, healing professional with a vocation, epitomised by 

Nightingale and her peers 

 

Three references, that’s good isn’t it? The problem is clearly more widespread than Mid-

Staffs then? Well no, Hayter and Nolan are just reflecting on the Francis report on Mid-

Staffs. Randall and McKeown’s Failure to care: nursing in a state of liquid modernity? Is 

another discursive and very short editorial piece, relying on Mid-Staffs again for any 

evidence and saturated in the kind of ‘liquid’ post-modern thinking the rest of Higher 

Education was abandoning before Nurse Education joined it. More importantly, this is very 

shoddy academic work making a very strong assertion based on very weak references 

indeed – fail! 

http://www.nhsforsale.info/database/impact-database/market-failures.html


The rest of the 3 pages go on to discuss why this ‘catastrophe’ has happened even though 

we don’t really know empirically that it has. It’s very interesting and well-worth reading by 

student nurses but it’s not evidence of anything and is certainly very likely to confuse 

readers of a Scottish newspaper. TV News didn’t cover it at all and readers of my other stuff 

will be surprised to hear that. 
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